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Paul Letourneau uses a vari-
ety of Micarta options.

Paul Letourneau’s
Tactical Knives
Feature Form, Fit
and Function
By Les Robertson, Custom Knife Field Editor
PHOTOS BY SHARPBYCOOP



F
or me, it’s the “look.”
When I evaluate a knife, what ini-
tially catches my eye most of the
time is that “look.” What consti-

tutes this “look” is different for each person.
For me, it is a knife’s form, fit and function.
I was drawn to Paul Letourneau’s tacti-

cal knives because they, indeed, have the
“look.” Additionally, I was impressed with
Paul’s talent for combining design and ma-
terials and then offering his beautiful
handiwork at a value price!

Heavy in the Hand Inspires
Confidence
The first knife I received from Letourneau

was his “Tusk” model. Although it is slightly
heavy in the hand, the knife inspires confi-
dence that it will perform as expected.
There was a serrated thumb ramp

on top of the blade, and the handle

Tapered tangs add an elegance to any
knife—and help its balance, too.
Notice the choice of thumb rests.
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• The top of the blade has
a serrated thumb ramp.

• The handle features
contoured G-10.

• It is available in a variety
of lengths.

TUSK SPECS

As Paul says,
‘Grind ’em,
and they stay.’”



featured contoured G-10, giving the
knife its great ergonomics. Paul builds
these knives in a variety of lengths. I
preferred the 5-inch blade. I have
always liked a blade fuller (blood
groove) on knives, as well. Most of
Paul’s knives do incorporate this feature
into their design.
Paul also builds a lot of smaller

knives. The “Subterfuge” is one of my
personal favorites. He builds these mod-
els with blade lengths between 3 and 4
inches. The 4-inch blade, in particular,
is a great all-around utility knife, com-
bining the multiposition Kydex sheath
and skull-crusher. The 3-to-3 ½-inch
versions will appeal to someone looking
for a smaller carry or neck knife.

No Warping, No Shrinkage
Like most tactical makers, Paul pri-

marily uses S30V and some CPM 154.
He also uses 3V, a steel I personally
prefer. A lot of makers shy away from
3V, because it is known to eat belts
when being worked. Nevertheless, 3V
is an excellent choice for larger knives
because of its durability.
Paul’s choices for handle materials are

mainly G-10 and Micarta. As Paul says,
“Grind ’em, and they stay.” There is no
shrinkage or warping, and they are al-
ways consistent. He loves the look of a
good wood and occasionally uses that.

Paul’s blade finishes
range from bead-
blasted to satin. I like

the satin-finished blades
with OD Green G-10. Paul

makes his own sheaths, us-
ing both Kydex and leather.

Price Range
Paul’s current price range is between

$165 and $500, with a delivery time of
six months. He does not have a website;
however, you can routinely see his
knives for sale on www.jerzeedevil.com.
Paul attends the Northeast Cutlery

Collectors Association (NCCA) shows in
Mystic, Connecticut, and Marlboro,
Massachusetts. You can contact him by
phone (508.472.2312) or e-mail
(letoman@aol.com).
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• Paul primarily uses S30V
and some CPM 154, but
he also uses 3V steel.

• The handle materials are
mainly G-10 and Micarta.

• The blade finishes range
from bead-blasted to
satin.

• The sheaths are both
Kydex and leather.

THE INSIDE SCOOP

Kydex sheaths are standard. The
author likes the fullers on most of
Letourneau’s knives.


